
 

 

WHAT ARE VOLUME LASHES? 
 
With traditional lash extensions, we could only safely attach one 
eyelash extension to each of your single natural lashes. We could 
only  apply lashes based on the number of natural lashes you have. 
This can be disappointing if you have only a few natural lashes yet 
desire a  thicker look. 
 
Volume sets now give even natural-lash-challenged clients the option 
for volume they have never had before!  
 
Volume Lashes is a revolutionary lashing technique, where 
multiple fine extension are applied to one single natural 
eyelash - SAFELY - creating a soft and full look. 

 
What makes volume lashes different from classic eyelash 
extensions? 
There are two different characteristics clients desire in their 
eyelashes: length and fullness. While classic lash extensions we add 
moderate to extreme length to your natural lashes, volume lashes 
are used to improve their texture, depth, and ampleness. Many 
clients are happy with the natural length of their eyelashes but desire 
a fuller look, as their lashes are fine or scarce. 
 Prior to the introduction of volume eyelashes, eyelash extension 
artists could only attempt to create the desired look with thick and 
heavy single lashes, which most natural lashes cannot safely support. 
Volume lash extensions were designed to fill in the gaps where 
classic eyelash extensions could not. This technique allows artists to 
apply multiple extensions to one individual eyelash. Each extension 
is extremely light and thin compared to the previous thicker options, 
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creating a fluffy and soft appearance that is not heavy or damaging 
to the natural eyelash. In addition, despite the common 
misconception that more volume = more adhesive, these lashes 
require only a fraction of the glue used with older extension 
techniques. 
Due to their lightweight nature, volume lashes allow for more 
customization than classic eyelash extensions. They are also darker 
than the eyelashes in classic sets, adding a striking richness to your 
overall look. 
 
 


